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This Mission Statement is defined
by our goals, ethics, culture and
objectives through our five core
values and the standards which
have been recognised with the
achievement of our independent
status with Volunteer Centre
Quality Accreditation.

• Everyone has the right to offer their 
time to volunteer

• Every volunteer has the right to have 
a great volunteering experience

• Volunteering must never be a direct 
replacement for paid workers

• True volunteering is for the benefit of the 
social community, the individual and volunteer
involving organisations

• We believe that involving volunteers 
enhances organisations.

To fulfil this mission we 
have created five values:

Our aims to meet these values are:

• We inspire and enable people to volunteer

• We advocate that volunteer involving 
organisations are able to offer an excellent
volunteering experience

• We inform, educate and inspire our leaders 
on the benefits of volunteering in Sandwell 
and it’s residents

• We inspire the development of volunteering
opportunities which brings benefits to the
community and enhances social capital

• As an organisation we are effective, well 
governed, and a great place to work or
volunteer.

❝

❞

Our Mission is simple;
it is to inspire more people

in Sandwell to benefit through
volunteering, so they can not only
enhance their own lives and the

lives of others, but also help 
to build more resilient

communities.

Our Mission, 
Values and Aims
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Last March our cleaner of 28 years retired. We’d like to wish
Marlene happiness in her retirement. She is pictured above
with Jean.
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Our own experience at the Volunteer Centre has proved 
the transforming effect that volunteers can have on an
organisation and we cannot imagine how we could
continue to provide the high levels of services that 
we do without their help and support. As Chair of 
the Board I would like to thank my colleagues, also
volunteers, who give their time and share their
experience and expertise to help ensure that the
Volunteer Centre is run well and efficiently and that 
its future sustainability and development is secured.

by Peter Smith
Chairman’s Report

Chairman: Peter Smith

Chief Executive: Jean Taylor

Board Members: Edna Barker

Kacey Akpoteni
Mike Jones
Yvonne Jones
John Simmonds

Our Board

few they are. We are grateful for the support we are

having from Sandwell MBC and the National Lottery.

Volunteering works both ways – the benefit it provides

to the community and, of equal importance, the benefit

the volunteers receive from the experience themselves.

Our aim is to “Support the quality of volunteering

involvement in Sandwell for the benefit of volunteers,

community organisations and the wider community”.

Why not join us and see what a difference you could make. Whether you have an hour, a week
or just a day, we could find you a role and give you the chance to give something back to your
community, so please contact us. Tel: 0121 544 8326

Voluntary and Community organisations enrich

society as well as providing valuable support to

individuals, families and communities. Their value 

can also be calculated in the money and resources

they save the government and tax payer. The

Volunteer Centre’s Mission in helping 

to support volunteering in Sandwell is somewhat

restricted by the resources we are able to tap into.

Our staff does an amazing job, considering how 
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In Sandwell, over the past 12 months, Volunteer Centre Sandwell referred over 
1100 individuals into volunteering opportunities. Top five areas of interest are
Administration, Befriending & Advocacy, Advice Work, Charity Shops and
Gardening, with hospitality and library work featuring highly also. We are constantly
raising the profile of volunteering within local press and media. Whilst also diversifying
with digital media mainly our website and twitter. During the first quarter of 2017 
we produced another promotional video entitled Continually Making a Difference.
The video reflects the personal accounts of six individuals expressing their thoughts
and feelings of volunteering and how by giving back to local community benefits 
their overall wellbeing.  

There is a healthy demand for volunteers. The supply

and number of volunteering opportunities is always

being sought as more people, especially younger

people who are wanting to volunteer locally seek 

to do this activity with their peers, some individuals 

then evidence their volunteering placement, thus

demonstrating this on UCAS clearing for university

applications

So who is volunteering? Perhaps surprisingly, people in

employment are more likely to volunteer than those who

are economically inactive (48% and 40% respectively,

and 34% for people who are unemployed). The age

range most likely to volunteer is aged 35 to 49 (almost

half of these people formally volunteer at least once 

a year compared to 41% of those aged 26 to 34.

However, older people (aged 65 to 74) are most likely 

to volunteer frequently, at least once a month. Women

were slightly more likely than men to volunteer, with

46% of women volunteering compared to 42% of men.

So there are plenty of people prepared to volunteer.

And research shows that there are also more people

who do not volunteer but who have no real objection 

to doing so. So the challenge is how to attract those

people volunteering, and manage them successfully

and effectively so that they make the most positive

contribution possible and also choose to stay. 

Over the past three years we have found that

organisations struggle to retain their volunteers for

various reasons. Some have issues with appropriate

supervision and management this leaves the volunteer

feeling isolated and forgotten, not long afterwards

volunteers no longer show up and move onto other

areas of interest. We host Volunteer Managers Forums

quarterly and provide up-to-date information to

organisations concerning good practice of volunteers.

We continue to receive positive feedback of how 

useful this peer support network is. It is true that larger

organisations tend to have a dedicated Volunteer 

Co-ordinator to oversee volunteers, however cuts with

funding still taking place, this role is usually added to 

a paid member of staff with no additional resource.

Volunteering – Supply and Demand
Summer 2017 Report
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Best Practice 
Guidelines for 
Involving Volunteers

What they 
say about us:

As a way of supporting organisations,
this year we have refreshed our
volunteer’s information booklet.

This 6 page handbook provides initial guidance of how

organisations should recruit, managed and retain their

volunteers. It covers areas such as health & safety,

supervision, equal opportunities, expenses, insurance

cover, roles and descriptions, to name a few.

There is also a good practice checklist at the rear of the

booklet. To ensure that additional advice is available, 

we encourage organisations to call us and discuss 

any bespoke requirements. A managers toolkit for

volunteers is also located on our website.

As 1 in 4 people will experience a mental health

condition within 12 months, it is important to recognise

the importance of individuals improving their mental 

well being.

We promote and celebrate the 5 ways to mental

wellbeing, whilst encouraging organisations to follow 

the same policy. 

Thanks to you and all your
team for Make a Difference Day

2017. It was a useful opportunity to 
meet the public, and network with other

organisations (some of which are looking to
place volunteers with us). We have now contacted
all those who expressed an interest, so hopefully

something positive will come from that.  
Keep up the good work!

Dianne Rivers
Volunteer Coordinator

Black Country Living Museum

SVI Annual Forum – Monday 20 November.
It is with great sincerity that we write to thank 
each and every one of you for your fantastic 
help and support at our Annual Forum – we couldn’t
do the things we do without you – you are all stars!

Sandra Troth
Sandwell Visually Impaired

❝

❞
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Volunteers Week
On Tuesday 6 June, Volunteer Centre
Sandwell in partnership with NHS The
Recovery College celebrated National
Volunteer’s Week with two free drama
productions.
Midland Actors Theatre, performed their latest

masterpiece, The Ward to over 140 volunteers at 

West Bromwich Town Hall, written by the playwright

David Calcutt.

The powerful,inspiring play gave the audience an

insightful view of mental health, whilst exploring

attitudes of how service users, professionals, 

and carers managed the condition.

Overall feedback from the audience of the performance

was extremely positive. Many shared the view that they

were better informed about mental health and a few

shared their memories of real lived experiences.

Jean Taylor Chief Executive Officer said. “This year 

we took the opportunity to build upon on our working

relationships with NHS Recovery College, to raise the

profile of mental health and the impact the condition

can have on the lives of individuals.”

Mick Morrow Recovery College Lead supported the

event with Joanne Newton Chair of Black Country

Partnership Mental Health Foundation Trust.

Volunteer Centre Sandwell manages a 5 year 

Big Lottery funded Hands on Project, which 

supports individuals with a long term health 

condition into supported volunteering opportunities. 

Celebrating Volunteer’s Week 2017

Volunteer Centre Sandwell in partnership with NHS The Recovery College

Presents; Midland Actors Theatre new playTheWardby David Calcutt
Tuesday 6th June 2017West Bromwich Town Hall

High StreetWest BromwichB70 8DY

It is aimed especiallyat clients, carers,and professionals inthe mental healthservice.

The play, which features a
community cast, lasts 30 minutes
approximately, and will be accompanied

by a workshop and discussion with the audience.

2 Performances in 1 Day Free Entry
1st Performance 10.30am2nd Performance 1.00pm

For further information, please contact
Reuben@volunteercentresandwell.co.uk
Telephone: 0121 544 8326
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We look forward to continuing the project work that supports volunteers with long-term health
conditions to live more fulfilled lives with improved mental well being and increased resilience. 

Hands-On Project Year 2 Report

• Outstanding progress of our volunteers with 3 in paid work now.
• Both staff received their certificates as Mental Health First Aiders.
• VCS is now recognised as a Disability Confident Employer.

Our Achievements:

John Kennedy said, “Ask not what 
your country can do for you, ask 
what you can do for your country.” 

The Hands On Project continues to offer volunteers’ an

opportunity to contribute their unique gifts and talents.

This in turn gives them the satisfaction of knowing that

they are valued and they can make a difference.

Volunteering has enabled volunteers to improve their

mental wellbeing, increase their personal resilience,

reduce isolation and improve their work-related skills

while aiding their recovery.

To date the project has seen 175 volunteers, 69

volunteers in year 2, exceeding this year’s target by 9

volunteers. The project is progressing well with 38%

volunteering, 23% in training, 6% pending placements

and a further 23% awaiting a placement. We had a 3%

dropout due to ill health and 3% deceased. 

Some of the work done by HOP staff this year includes:

Volunteer referrals and reviews, networking, delivering

training and involving HOP Volunteers in events

organised by VCS & other voluntary organisations. Both

staff have attended Mental Health First Aid Training, 

The Care Act Training and Social Media Training.

Some of our partnership working has been with

Recovery College, Sandwell Employment Specialist

Team, Kaleidoscope Wellbeing Team, Just Straight

Talk (BBO Programme), West Midlands Police and

several voluntary organisations.

As part of the Recovery College board, we have

supported the college with developing their volunteering

programme. The bi-monthly introduction to volunteering

courses ran at the college have increased student’s

awareness of volunteering, with a high uptake to enrol

with the Hands On Project.

We have evaluated the project through volunteer

wellbeing star reviews and Steering Group Feedback.
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Walsall Pilot Project Report
In early 2015, Volunteer Centre Sandwell were approached by
WMBC to assist in the delivery of a Walsall based volunteering

program, operating alongside what was then Walsall
Voluntary Action, WMBC Public Health, Sports 
and Leisure, and Clean and Green Services.

The Project commenced on 5th February 2017 and is due to run

until the end February 2018. The aim of the project is to ensure

adequate provision of physical activity volunteering roles for the

denizens of Walsall with a focus on tackling social isolation and

improving the overall health of those participating whilst also developing

the borough’s volunteering infrastructure.

The lead in phase of the project was a slower process than expected due to the number

of partners involved, and as such resulted in a delay in the development of the first batch

of promotional materials. To date, 2,500 leaflets and 75 posters are in circulation with a

further 5,000 leaflets to follow within the next few weeks.

To date we have engaged with and followed up over 60 volunteers, 10% are

placed, a further 25% have placements pending. Those who aren’t placed 

or who aren’t awaiting a placement have not shown any interest in

volunteering post application process.

We are advertising 25 roles specific to this project, and a further 

12 physical activity roles have been developed since the 

commissioning of this project. 

96% of volunteer enquiries have been made through the online 

Volunteer Centre Connect System. 60% of all enquiries are from the 16-35

demographic, with 65% of them being male.

To boost recruitment figures, the desire for a recruitment event has been identified and will

be held towards the end of January 2018 with a general focus on across-the-board

volunteering but with all C & G and S & L roles being heavily advertised.

Also in January, the project will be delivering best

practice training to all volunteer coordinators

identified by C & G and S & L departments to

ensure all volunteers receive the training

and/or support they require.

As we anticipate the project coming to a

close at the end of February, the majority of

February will be used to focus on project

evaluation and ensuring the service is maintained

following the project’s expiration.
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Stakeholders provided the following responses to the questions asked of them:

How would you describe your
organisation’s link to the 
Volunteer Centre Sandwell?

Responses provided included:
•  Positive and good networking
•  Strategic partnerships
•  Shared roles around advocacy
•  Complimentary service offer
•  Conduit of information
•  Referral provider
• They offer advice and guidance on recruitment and

retention as well as advertising and promoting our
volunteering opportunities.

Stakeholders Review

Q

Responses provided included:
•  Referrals of volunteers to suitable roles
•  Shared sense of values
•  Opportunities to collaborate
•  Advice
•  Collaboration and willingness to work together 

on new projects
•  Desire to ensure that services are ‘joined up’
•  Friendliness
•  Approachability
•  Flexibility
•  Willingness to go the extra mile and working 

to peoples strengths
•  Efficient manner they carry out their work always

making time for you and offering suggestions

Responses provided included:
•  Provides a good service for local people to get involved

in local community based projects and charities
•  Excellent Volunteer Awards Week recognizing 

the importance of volunteers
•  Strong advocacy and awareness raising of the

importance of volunteering
•  Non-judgmental individual approach
•  They have a proven track record in the volunteer

sector so have all the right contacts and credentials.

Responses provided included:
•  Wish we all had the answer to the above question
•  Continue to check in with stakeholders and service

users to ensure service offer is current and don’t risk
being stuck in old ways of delivery

•  Department of Health and work looking at how
volunteering can work across health and employment

•  Pool resources with other Black Country agencies
where appropriate.

Volunteer Feedback:
Carl Autie
“I fell into hard times, turned to drink. I don’t drink
anymore, volunteering has given me a purpose. 
It’s not all about the money; it’s about what you 
can give back. Without the Volunteer Centre, 
I wouldn’t have got to where I am now.”

Patricia Morris
“I have been volunteering since 2014, the year when 
I lost my mom. I was diagnosed with depression. With
the help of the Volunteer Centre I started volunteering 
at Midlands Air Ambulance and it was a pleasure to
have something to do with my day. I was put on training
and received my certificate for Level 2 in Retail. I do
volunteer at VCS when they have events and need
additional support. Volunteering has helped me 
improve my mental wellbeing though I still have 
a way to go with my recovery.”

What do you value most about 
your relationship with the 
Volunteer Centre Sandwell?

What do you think the Volunteer
Centre Sandwell does really well?

Responses provided included:
•  Well done to staff
•  Shared mailing list and explore shared funding 
•  Very useful to be part of your steering group
•  Great to hear volunteer’s stories & experience of

volunteering.

Any other comments or feedback 
that you would like to give?

Do you have any suggestions 
about how the Volunteer Centre
Sandwell might become more
sustainable without the support 
of funders like The Big Lottery?

Q
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With over 230 new
volunteering opportunities being

offered by organisations and groups, 
we always welcome new volunteers who 

are interested in bringing new ideas initiatives
and skills, to benefit local causes. So if that 

sounds like you, please get in touch! 
We’d love to hear from you!

Jean Taylor
Chief Executive Officer

Volunteer Centre Sandwell

❝

❞

YOU MADE
A REAL

DIFFERENCE

Staff and volunteers from Volunteer Centre
Sandwell and over 30 voluntary and
community groups, attended Sandwell’s
highly successful ‘Make a Difference
Volunteer Recruitment Fair.’

We thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to meet up 

with so many people actively seeking volunteering

opportunities, and it was a real pleasure to be able 

to have a chat with those interested in finding out 

more about what we do!

Over 60 individuals expressed an interest in current

opportunities, 27 individuals completed registration

forms after having a chat with groups recruiting

volunteers on the day!

Feedback from 95% organisations said that the day

was extremely well organised. Several groups took to

twitter to spread the word about Make a Difference Day!

Although there were dozens of other organisations 

keen to recruit new volunteers, North Smethwick

Development Trust based in Brasshouse Lane 

seemed to capture the imagination of quite 

a few of the people who attended the Fair.

We also received positive reports from Sandwell

Libraries, Victim Support, Age UK Sandwell and

National Memorial Arboretum all who are seeking 

to recruit volunteers from diverse communities. 

We’re currently on the lookout for additional volunteers

to help out with finance, legal, fundraising ,marketing,

web design, reception duties , ground maintenance

also nursery management.

Jean Taylor chief executive officer said “with over 

230 new volunteering opportunities being offered by

organisations and groups, we always welcome new

volunteers who are interested in bringing new ideas

initiatives and skills, to benefit local causes. So if that

sounds like you, please get in touch! We’d love to hear

from you!”

Sandwell ‘Make a Difference Day
Volunteer Recruitment Fair’ Review
Tuesday 17 October
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Voice of a Volunteer: Rita’s Story
My name is Rita Knight and I heard about volunteering through a referral from my
psychiatrist who encouraged me to do something to improve my mental health. 
I decided to get involved with the Hands On Project so I could understand myself
better and gain a sense of purpose.

What were you expecting from the 
Hands On Project? 
To help me get involved with members of the

community and build other social networks as 

I spend most time caring for my husband.

At the beginning what fears or concerns did 
you have about volunteering? Has this changed? 
I had great fear of interacting with other people.

Volunteering has opened a new world for me. I now

wake up with purpose, I feel excited that I’m going to

work and it’s great to feel needed and appreciated.

Was there enough choice of volunteering
opportunities for you? 
Yes I have been offered an opportunity to volunteer at

VCS office and also for Agewell where I meet different

people and do different tasks like working in the shop

and taking the trolley to the hospital wards.

Tell us about your experience of volunteering;
what are the rewards and/or disappointments 
for you? 
There have not been any disappointments. Volunteering

has enabled me to know myself better because I felt

like I was a complete failure. It has helped me

understand what I’m capable of doing. I have made

new friends. I had never worked before due to ill health

and it’s wonderful to know that at the young age of 81 

I finally feel accepted and actually believes that I can do

something. I go home feeling so much better in myself

and I can enjoy looking after my husband better. I feel

like I’m an important person. I feel accepted in society. 

I sometimes wish I could do a bit more and I wish I

knew about volunteering earlier, as I feel this has

changed my life for the better. I’m not sure how much

longer I can continue volunteering as my husband is

unwell, though I just don’t want this experience to stop.

I encourage other older people to get involved in

volunteering because it will do them a world of good. 

What surprised you the most?
I have surprised myself. I didn’t know how much I was

capable of doing and what opportunities will be given

to me. Volunteering has given me more than a paid job

would ever give me. I feel accepted. I feel like a person

in my own right. I have identity now. If you don’t know

yourself and you do not feel right about yourself you

can’t help others. But having the support and someone

believing in me and encouraging me has made me a

new person.

What difference has it made to your life? 
I’m a new person and I’m proud of myself. My life is

about helping others and this is what keeps my mental

health good. I need purpose and it takes me out of a

depressive state. I have gained so much confidence

from volunteering and I feel part of the team. Attending

different meetings with the project has increased my

understanding of what goes on in the community and 

I find it very interesting. This experience has also been

great for my family as my daughter is

proud of me going to work. It

also takes the pressure off

her knowing that I’m

utilising my time to

do something that

I’m enjoying.
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Statement of Financial Activities for the year ended 31 March 2017

                                                                            2017
                                                                 Total Funds
                                                                                  £

Income & Endowments
Donations & Legacies                                               96
Income from charitable events                         228,582
Investment Income                                                    81 
Other Income                                                     29,533

Total Income                                                  258,292

Expenditure
Expenditure on charitable activities                  (218,545)

Total Expenditure                                         (218,545)

Net Income for the year                                 39,747 

Net Income after transfers                             39,747

Net movement in funds                                  39,747

Reconciliation of funds
Total funds brought forward                               36,040

Total funds carried forward                            75,787

Financial statement
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Sandwell Volunteer Awards 2018
Nomination Form

Visit www.volunteercentresandwell.org.uk 
to find and fill in the electronic form shown below:

For further information or to recieve a nomination pack please contact 
Reuben Taylor-Phillips on 0121 544 8326 or email reuben@volunteercentresandwell.co.uk
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Reaching Forward into 2018
by Jean Taylor

We are ambitious with our goals and will seek to make
our 40th anniversary year to be extra special as the
saying goes ‘life begins at forty’. We aim to reach out to
local businesses to invite them to join us in promoting
and enhancing their social corporate responsibility.

We will continue to strengthen our Board of Trustees,
ensuring that the right skills and experience are in place
to maintain positive governance and compliance.

Sandwell as a borough is diverse in people, places and
prospects, However, to scale it’s correct position in the
West Midlands, The Sandwell Vision 2030 sets out 
10 ambitions to be delivered by the council and their
partners in the coming years.

They cover a wide range of topics from living healthy
lives to lowering crime and raising aspirations to
improving the quality of our local neighbourhoods.

Leader of Sandwell Council, Cllr Steve Eling, said;
“There is so much we can do together to make a real
difference. Everyone has only the very best intentions
for Sandwell. By making sure we all pull together and
face in the right direction, we can achieve positive
outcomes for Sandwell and it’s residents.”

In closing, I would personally like to thank my dedicated
staff team, Richard, Marlene, Ivy, Reuben and Audrey.
My Chair Peter Smith for his unwavering advice and
support not to mention his keen eye for detail. Board
members, Kacey, John, Mike & Yvonne, Lucy, Edna 
& Sharon. Office Volunteers Dave, Rita, Sandra P,
Sandra M, Pat & Bally. 

We look forward to continually making a difference.

Jean C Taylor  Chief Executive Officer

We celebrate 40 years since Volunteer Centre Sandwell was established.
With this significant milestone we will also host Sandwell Volunteer Awards,
during National Volunteer’s Week.
For over 4 decades, more than 40,000 individuals
across the borough have approached our centre 
for the opportunity of giving back of their time and
talents to neighbourhoods and communities. We 
are pleased to report that despite times of difficulty 
and sometimes very little funding we have weathered
storms and held onto our purpose and reason for
existence.

We continually look for ways to improve our community
through volunteering and the benefits this can bring 
to both individuals and the community.

Volunteers are a big part of Sandwell Libraries and
Information Service, with over 90 individuals
volunteering per year. We will continue to recruit and
signpost potential volunteers to this worthwhile service.
We have excellent working relationships with this
service, and actively seek to develop new ideas 
and a diverse range of people for the service.

Equally, Volunteers are an integral part of Citizens
Advice in Sandwell, with over 100 individuals
volunteering per year. Volunteer Advisers and
Administrators are needed to help our community 
with free advice and support across a wide range 
of problems and issues, ignorer to help create the
solutions people are seeking, so they can face their
daily challenges and overcome problems like poverty,
deprivation and discrimination. 

Reaching forward into 2018 will mean that we still
remain effective, constant, and look to forge closer
working relationships with likeminded organisations
who wish to make a real difference in our society.
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Thank you for your support

Acorns
Age UK Sandwell
Agewell Sandwell
Alzheimers Society
Asda Supermarket Tipton
Bangladeshi Islamic Centre
Barnardos
Beacon Centre for the Blind
Beanstalk
Big Lottery Reaching Communities
Black Country Chamber of Commerce
Black Country Living Museum
Black Country Women's Aid
Birmingham Relate
Bridges Support Service
British Heart Foundation
Brushstrokes Community Project
BUDS
Building Bridges
CAS Behavioural Health
Cares Sandwell
Centrepoint Christian Church
Changing our Lives
Community Transport
Complete Kiaz
Creative Academies
Diabetics UK
Edgeview Homes
Edward Street Hospital
Elizabeth Scholes HR Employability UK
Fab Lab Sandwell
George Baptist Community Centre 
Greets Green Community Enterprise
Groundworks
Hadley Industries
Hallam Street Hospital
Headway
Healthy Sandwell (Alcohol Awareness
Team)
Healthwatch Sandwell
Heath Lane Hospital
Home School Enterprise
HSBC
Ideal For All
IRIS Sandwell (Integrated Recovery 
in Services)

James Bassan & Co
Job Centre Plus (DWP)
Juniper Training
Krunch
Litter Watch
Loaves and Fishes
Lyreco Uk
Midlands Air Ambulance
Murray Hall Community Trust
MS Society
My Time Active
NACRO
National Memorial Arboretum
NAVCA
NCVO
NHS Recovery College
North Smethwick Development Trust
Nova Training
NSPCC
NYAS
Open Spaces Volunteers
Options for Life
Oscar Sandwell
P3 Charity
Paul Lacey Associates
Peninsula Business Services
POhWER Advocacy
Remploy
Rights and Equality Sandwell
RSPB
SAFSS
Sandwell African Caribbean Mental
Health Foundation
Sandwell CAB
Sandwell College
Sandwell Council Disability Day Services
Sandwell Express & Star
Sandwell Financial Services Hub
Sandwell Irish Centre
Sandwell Leisure Trust
Sandwell Libraries and Information
Service
Sandwell Multi-Care
Sandwell Public Health
Sandwell Visually Impaired (SVI)
Sandwell Young Carers

SCIPS
Scope
SCVO
Single Point – Christchurch Primary
School
Smethwick Can
Smethwick Heritage Museum
Soho and Victoria Friends and
Neighbours
SOVA (Safeguarding of Vulnerable
Adults)
SPDC
St. Albans Community Centre
Summit House Support
SWEDA
Tesco Supermarket (West Bromwich)
Tipton Litter Watch
The Bridge Project
The Change Consortium
The Children's Society
The Dorothy Parkes Centre
The Kaleidoscope Plus Group 
(Wellbeing Team)
The Pocklington Trust
The Recovery College
The Smart Network
Smart Choices Project
The Stroke Association
Think Sandwell 
(Specialist Employment Team)
Triangle (Creators of Outcome Stars)
Vanilla Ventures
Victim Support
Voxvision Productions Ltd
Voyage Care
West Brom African Caribbean 
Resource Centre
West Bromwich Football Club
West Bromwich Youth Theatre
West Midlands Fire Service (Safeside)
West Midlands Police
West Smethwick Enterprises
Yemeni Community Centre
YEST (Youth Education Support Team)
YMCA
3sixty Creative Marketing Solutions

We acknowledge with thanks, the support, generosity and enthusiasm of
ALL our staff members, dedicated volunteers and voluntary and statutory
organisations in the Sandwell community.



Charity No 1078380   Reg Number 3827719

www.volunteercentresandwell.org.uk
Email: volunteer@volunteercentresandwell.co.uk  

Municipal Building 
Freeth Street, Oldbury, West Midlands, B69 2AB

Tel: 0121 544 8326  Fax: 0121 544 3959

We are open
Monday to Friday

9am – 4pm
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